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The Entrust Group ("Entrust") does not provide                                         
investment advice nor endorse any products. 

All information and materials are for educational 
purposes only. All parties are encouraged to consult 

with their attorneys, accountants and financial 
advisors before entering into any type of investment.
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Tony Unkel
Business Development Manager at The Entrust Group

4 Years at Entrust

Educating investors and professionals on 
tax-preferred retirement accounts
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45k
Investors

Empowered

$4B 
Assets Under 

Administration 

1
Point of 
Contact

40+ 
Years in 
Business
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• Self-Directed IRA administrators

• Knowledgeable staff with CISP designations

• Nationwide offices

• In-person events and virtual webinars

• National Continuing Education program          

for other credentials

• Bi-annual IRA Academy
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What is a Self-Directed IRA?

A retirement account in which the individual investor               
is in charge of making all investment decisions

Greater opportunity for asset diversification outside                 
of traditional stocks, bonds, and mutual funds

All securities and investments are held in a retirement   
account administered by a regulated custodian or trustee
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Build for Rent

Speaker: Dave Seymour

Title: CEO, Freedom Venture Investments

Invest for Growth
Stay for Income



FREEDOM VENTURE INVESTMENTS



 Is not a “this or that” its “this & that” – RE compliments a 
balanced portfolio of stocks and bonds

 Core 4 of CRE = Multifamily, Industrial, Office, Retail

WHY REAL ESTATE

Main Reasons Institutional Investors Add Private Real Estate to Their Portfolios

• Diversification
• Reliable stream of income
• Inflation hedge

• Low correlation to other assets
• High absolute returns
• Reduce portfolio volatility



 Wealthy Individuals / Families
 Pension Funds
 Sovereign wealth funds
 Insurance companies
 Large Private Equity Firms
 Small Private Syndicators
 Non Accredited PE Investors
 Accredited PE Investors
 SDIRA

WHO  HAS INVESTED IN REAL ESTATE IN THE PAST



WHY MULTIFAMILY

Strong Historical Performance

Greater Diversity in Tenant Base

Everyone Needs a Place to Live



Cap Rate
Cash on Cash Return

IRR
Equity Multiple

LP Return Requirements (risk adjusted)
Cash flow vs appreciation

BASIC ANALYSIS



MARKET CYCLE QUADRANTS

DIFFERENT PROPERTY 
TYPES MAY BE IN 
DIFFERENT PHASES AT 
DIFFERENT TIMES.



ACQUISITIONS VS DEVELOPMENT



PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT



THE DEVELOPMENT TEAM



MARKET ANALYSIS FOR DEVELOPMENT



MARKET ANALYSIS FOR DEVELOPMENT



Worst first half of the year for stocks since 
1970 and nearly 5T in wealth has been lost in 

2022 so far.

Inflation ?

Supply Chain

Labor Shortage

State Of The Market



 The challenges we are facing are not just from the pandemic but the war in Ukraine has also exacerbated some of these issues.

SUPPLY CHAIN CHALLENGES DRIVE INFLATION



 Labor shortage forcing companies to bid for workers driving wage growth to almost double the normal pace.
 All of these factors play a role in inflation and not just supply chain issues.

LABOR SHORTAGE DRIVES WAGE GROWTH



 Assume everyone knows what CPI is. Everyone has seen the headlines. All of these slides will be relatively quick to get to the 
point, this is still the backdrop.

FORCES DRIVING INFLATION TO HIGHEST LEVEL IN YEARS



 Fed forced to take action by raising the overnight fed funds rate. Trying to increase the cost of borrowing short term loans. Some 
say these moves are to talk us down into a recession to combat inflation.

INFLATION FORCING FED TO TAKE ACTION



 A lot of people talk about the fed funds rate but soon the big headline of discussion will be the fed reducing their balance sheet 
to increase long term rates. This will ramp up in September.

INFLATION FORCING FED TO TAKE ACTION



 Markets are going though the initial shock of the changes to interest rates but once everyone gets over that initial shock, things 
should begin to normalize.

 The fed is trying to tap down consumption with higher rates. 

HISTORICALLY STILL LOW RATES



 The fed is trying to tap down consumption by raising the cost of borrowing. A potential problem is that U.S. households have 
more cash available than ever before and therefore raising the cost of borrowing may have less impact on inflation than desired.
This means that raising rates may be a slow curtail to inflation and may take longer than the fed hopes.

SURPLUS IN HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS A BLESSING AND CURSE



 If raising rates takes longer than anticipated and they are unable to “talk down” inflation, they may try to push the economy into 
recession territory to curtail inflation. Although that risk is out there, the baseline expectation is that GDP will grow between 2-
3.5% this year and dipping just below 2% next year. All things considered, that’s not bad.

THE FED MAY TRY TO PUSH US INTO RECESSION



WITH ALL THIS…. WHY COULD BFR BE AN OPPORTUNITY?



 There are 72 million millennials between 26 and 40 years old the peak age of the cohort is 30 or 31 years old, 
 The median age of marriage in the US is 30 years. And that is a key trigger point to form a new household. 
 The median age of first time homebuyers is 33. 
 Pressure on the housing market. Yes, rising 
 Interest rates will take some of the pressure off. But at the end of the day, we have a demographic wave right on the cusp of

moving out on their own. 
 Housing market is due for a correction? There is a housing supply shortage, and it won't go away for several years. 

MACRO DRIVER: MILLENIALS FORMING NEW HOUSEHOLDS



 Housing demand set an all time high in 2021, the total unit absorption hit nearly 660,000 units. (Highest ever on record)
 The record demand reflects a deep bundling of households as vaccines became readily available, and states ended lock downs. 
 A lot of marriages and other household formation events had been delayed by the pandemic, and we saw the release of that 

pent up demand over the last year. 
 The end result was a record low vacancy rate of 2.4% at the end of the first quarter of 2022. And a dramatic surge in rents on a

year over year basis. average rents in the first quarter of 2022 were up by 17.3%.

MACRO DRIVER: MILLENIALS FORMING NEW HOUSEHOLDS



RENT GROWTH HAS BEEN HISTORIC AND SET TO CONTINUE



 Although household formation should be surging there are not enough homes or apartment units for millennials to move out 
from either parents homes or with roommates.

STRUCTURAL SUPPLY AND DEMAND IMBALANCE



 In addition to there not being enough homes, the housing affordability has increasingly pushed millennials to remain renting vs 
buying a home. This is being further stressed by rising interest rates, pushing would be home buyers to remain apartment 
renters. Buyers currently need a household income of $113,100 to qualify for a median priced home.

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY INCREASES APARTMENT DEMAND



Time

Knowledge

Capital

Trust

BARRIER TO ENTRY



DEAL FUNNEL (SHOW HOW MUCH WORK IT TAKES)



WHERE DO WE SEE OPPORTUNITY: FLORIDA GULF COAST





Build-For-Rent
Single Family Living For Multifamily Appeal
New single-family homes/townhouses built 
from the ground-up for the specific purpose 
of renting to tenants
Contiguous master-planned communities
Not homes built for sale and then converted     

to rental properties
Not scattered SFR portfolios

BFR ….A SUB-SECTOR OF MULTIFAMILY
SOLVES THE SUPPLY AND AFFORDABILITY IMBALANCE



Horizontal Multifamily 
“Cottage Homes”

TYPES OF BFR PRODUCTS

 Single Family detached
 Resembles MF product with 

unit mix & amenities
 High percent of pet owners
 Low turnover
 Typically, one platted lot

Two Story Townhouse & 
Single Level Rowhomes

 Homes in two to seven unit 
building configurations

 Typical tenants are young 
families with and without 
children

 1300-1700 SF

Luxury Single Family

 Detached homes on individual 
lots: 2000-3000 SF

 Typical tenants are working 
professionals, some families 
with children. Most likely to be 
older and higher income

Traditional Single Family

 Detached homes on individual 
lots

 Typical tenants are families 
with children and working 
professionals



CAPITAL IS FLOODING THE BFR SPACE



MACROECONOMIC DRIVERS OF BFR SFR



OUR DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE



DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

8 Development Projects 
Suncoast Build For Rent Fund – 1115 Total Units

Business plan = 1-2 year development followed by 4-5 year 
Hold. If the market is roaring when we finish development, we will 
sell, if it is not as hot as we would like, we will “season” the assets by 
operating them for an additional couple of years while the 
properties become more valuable. During the “operations” phase, 
the properties will kick off cash flow while investors wait for larger 
returns.

We “de-risk” the development by building assets that will cash 
flow nicely regardless of market timing.

Diversified in asset type, project size, location, and finish level



UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN OUR THE PIPELINE



Under construction in our the pipeline









OUR DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE
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Upcoming Webinar – October Webinar TBD

Register today & join us October 19!

Have feedback or topic requests?

Let us know in the survey as you leave

Need more information on SDIRAs?                                                

Visit our website and Learning Center

Follow us on social media for updates

What’s Next? 
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Time for Questions
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Stay Connected

Tony Unkel

Business Development Manager 
at Entrust

tunkel@theentrustgroup.com

(973) 314-4800

David Seymour

Partner 
of Freedom Venture Investments

IR@freedomventure.com
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- Proverb

Teachers open the door 

but you must enter yourself
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